finger puppets
supplies list:
*small pieces of Castle Peeps, peeps in each color way
*small rectangle of batting (bamboo, cotton, or even felt)
*piece of cotton (I used a RK Kona solid)
*scissors
*thread
*needle
*pins
*spray starch
*an iron
*adhesive velcro dots
If you are making by hand you will need a needle
If you are making with a sewing machine, you will need a sewing machine.

To begin you will cut out whatever peeps
you would like from your fabric. Make
sure that you leave some room around
them, about a 1/4 of an inch.
Once you have done that, spray your
batting with the spray starch, and arrange
your peeps in a way that they have a little
space around them.
Press peeps in place with an iron.
This gives them a little tackiness, and
makes them a little more sturdy. Spray
starch is a win win.

Once you have pressed the peeps
to the batting, pin them down so
they won’t move around.

Now, you sew the peeps to the batting. This can
be done a number of ways. If you are a small
child who does not have access to a sewing
machine, an adult without one, or just someone
who prefers embroidery, you can easily hand
stitch the peeps in place.

After you have sewn around the peeps in your
chosen method, cut them out. Again, leaving
space around them, and now the stitch.

From your solid fabric, cut at least 10, 2x3 rectangles. Round off the tops.
Once you have done this, finger press a small hem onto each one, and
then sew it down.

Once complete sew in sets of two right sides together. Turn inside out and you
will have a finger cap! Complete all five before moving on. Now comes the really
fun part. You will apply velcro to all of the peeps and all of the fingers. The kind of
velcro that I got had fifteen in a pack. Now I only used 5 of the coarse sides, and
all of the soft sides. Apply the soft sides to the back of each peep. The batting
holds the adhesive well.

Now you can have hours of fun
with these interchangable Peeps!

